April 2021
Remember: the next club meeting will be held
at St Rumon’s club, on some Thursday during 2021!
(hopefully!)

Not the Photo Competition Winner

There have been no photos submitted for the competition since last February’s meeting so
here’s a photo from a recent trip to the aerotow field. While all of Kernow basked in sunshine
and the sky looked epic all around, the airfield was blessed with constantly renewing rain
clouds!

Getting back on the horse and
up to flying speed!

By Brian Phipps
Just because you used to fly doesn't mean
you still know what you should be doing!!
Well, that's my experience.
That feeling of "you want to do it but you
are not sure you still can,” makes you a bit
nervous, excited, and somewhere in
between when launching off Perran to soar
the ridge before taking on that other tricky
challenge of landing back on top.
30+ years is a long time (less one flight for
a TV crew with some very careful flying) to
be out of the game but I had every intention
of getting back in the air once I had more
leisure time… and 2021 is the year!
Well, that is me in a nut shell. To date, I
love the idea and the challenge of the
relearning but having been out of the
sport and, probably, now more cautious than
I was then (self-learning on a Wasp CB240
and finishing with a Solar Wings Typhoon S,
which I fought around the sky), I realise
things have since moved on.
With the help of my brother Graham P I am
back on the case both hanging and
paragliding, taking it slowly from the bottom
up, so watch out for me on the hill; I am the
nervous looking one, keen but in the early
learning stages of getting back on the horse
and building enough skills to fly within my
ability envelope.
Many thanks for the encouragement from
others I have met on the hill and I look
forward to meeting more of you this
summer.
Under the watchful eye/instruction of
Graham, I’ll be keeping at it, with the goal of
one day flying coast to coast landing back in
the fields above Mylor Harbour close to

home, but that may be some way off right
now.
If you see a bloke with a yellow full face
helmet on the hill, (there can’t be that many
flyers with that sort of get up) that will be
me, doing my best to do all the things I
have been taught.
It’s great to be back in the game and see
you on the hill, and if there is anyone else
out there with the same butterflies at
launch, it’s good to share the challenge.

Cheers
Brian P (also responds to Phippsi, so don't
get us mixed up: I am the one with regular
cut hair and much less flying ability.)

A polite reminder
As we all begin to emerge, like bats from their hibernation caves, blinking in the cool, spring
sunlight, please remember that things have changed since we were last allowed out to spread
our wings. Some sites have changed ownership, some have been claimed as nest sites by
rare visitors and some have had their conditions of use changed so please, before venturing
out, could we all check the sites guides to make sure we are up to speed

with what we are allowed and not allowed to do.
After all the waiting, let’s not make any site owners angry and potentially lose sites by being
ignorant of site rules.

At least SOMEONE has been flying!
Roger Green writes:
Unfortunately I haven’t been hang gliding since lockdown! I have, however, done a bit of
gliding from Dartmoor Gliding Society at Brentor.
Last Wednesday, 21st April, I flew for just over two hours. In quite good conditions, I got to
4000ft QFE (4800ft ASL).
Photo 1 shows a good sky and climbing at over 4 knots! (The speed is about 10 knots too
fast: the result of trying to be David Bailey and fly at the same time!)
I overflew Yelverton, Calstock (the viaduct is visible in photo 2), Gunnislake and St Anne’s
Chapel in photo 3.

KHPA XC leagues 2021
Rumour has it that some XC flights have been flown since the lifting of lockdown but, so far,
there have been no entries for the leagues. Who is going to set the pace this year? Get your
competition pants on!
XC leagues to 30-04-2021
Hang gliding

Paragliding

Name

Total

Name

Total

XC flights this month

News from your committee
So far this year the committee hasn’t been able meet in person at all, but what with the
changing conditions of the Covid 19 pandemic and lockdowns, we have seen a lot of each
other on our computer screens.
Most of the discussions have been about closing and re-opening of sites as the law and
lockdown rules have changed. Some of the decisions were not easy, but we are very grateful
that, on the whole, they have been accepted by the majority of members and we have heard
of very few instances of the rules being flouted.
Other issues have concerned the changing of conditions at various sites and decisions have
had to be made about changing some of the site rules, so we urge everyone to check the
sites guides on the website before they go out flying.
Remember, if any member has any issues they would like to be considered or suggestions as
to how our decisions could be improved, please contact any of the committee, either on the
hill or by phone or by e mail at khpacommittee@khpa.co.uk
Committee members: Barry Hobbins, Tim Jones, Tony Peach, Graham Phipps, Nigel Sumpter.

